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Using the mesoscale NWP model WRF [4], the extent to which
model resolution affects wind power forecasts is sought quantified in the form of correlation between forecasted and measured
wind speed.
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The smoothing method employed is local 2nd order polynomial regression fitting [3]. The dotted vertical line at 23 hours
seems to be a good compromise across horizons. All LAM optimal correlation smoothing-windows are wider for horizon groups
(12,24]h and (24,36]h, while after the 36th leadtime hour optimal
correlation smoothing-window widths are more narrow.

Although differences between optimal correlation and no timelag are no larger than 0.001, the plot above indicates a consistent
tendency of the unsmoothed 10-minutely forecast data to fall behind observed dynamics as the leadtime increases. Consequently
the performance metric may gradually fail to capture correctly
predicted severe wind speed fluctuations slightly off in timing.

T HE DATASET

F UTURE WORK

• Full year 48-hour forecasts initialised at 00 and 12 UTC.
• Time period 23-05-2012 00 UTC till 22-05-2013 12 UTC.
• Spatial resolution of LAM domains: 30, 10, 3.3, and 1.1km.
• LAM forcing is from the global NWP model GFS 0.5◦ [5].
• Farm-averaged turbine nacelle wind speed measurements.
• All data @10-min. resolution, 3h-GFS is time-interpolated.
Missing measurements [%]
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For any energy system relying on wind power, accurate forecasts of wind fluctuations are essential for efficient utilisation in
the power grid. Statistical wind power prediction tools [1] use numerical weather prediction (NWP) model data along with measurements and can correct magnitude errors operationally. It is,
however, entirely up to the NWP input to describe the timing of
fluctuations correctly.
Wind power is nonlinearly transformed wind speed, and the
two are monotonically dependent up till wind speeds of ∼ 25m/s,
which is the typical wind farm cut-out. Thus, an improvement
in the correlation accuracy metric evaluated for wind speed data
consistently translates to an improvement for wind power. For
two time series describing the temporal development of the same
variable, though by different means, one can assume that phase
errors account for most of the departure from perfect correlation
between the two time series.
Results on limited-area model (LAM) performance, with focus on the 12th to 48th forecast hour horizon relevant for Elspot
auction bidding on the Nord Pool Spot market [2], are presented.

C ORRELATION BETWEEN FARM - AVERAGED NACELLE MEASUREMENTS AND FORECASTS
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• There are 93% complete observation-forecast pairs.

The correlation metric sharply penalises phase errors and unless there is a systematic timelag between observations and forecasts the metric cannot reward correct severe-fluctuation predictions a bit displaced temporally. Therefore it is natural to expand
the present study with ramp-metrics inspired by previous work,
e.g. [6] and [7], in order to attribute value to timelagged but otherwise correct forecasts by tolerating phase errors up to 1-2 hours.
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